Intmdwtion
In a previous paper, Fair and Shiller (1987) , we proposed a procedure for examining the informational content of forecasts. The procedure involves running regressions of the actual change in the variable forecasted on forecasts of the change. We used this procedure to examine forecasts for the period 1976 III-1986 II from the Fair (1976) model, two autoregressive (AR) models, six vector autoregressive (VAR) models, and eight "autoregressive components" (AC) models. The procedure requires that forecasted changes for a period be based only on information available in the period prior to the first period of the forecast, and we were careful to impose this requirement.
All models were estimated only through period I -s for a forecast of the change between periods I -s and f. Also, autoregressive equations for all the exogenous variables in the Fair model were added to the model, and these equations were used to predict the exogenous-variable val-"es. (The other models examined contain no exogenous variables.) Finally, a version of the Fair model was used that existed in 1976 II, which insures that no information after this date was used for the specification.
Although all the forecasted changes between periods I -E and f were based only on information through period r s, the forecasts were not ex ante forecasts in the sense of having been forecasts that were actually made at the time. In this paper we use our procedure to examine three sets of ex ante forecasts: the American Received for publication January 23, 1988 . Revision accepted for publication September 27. 1988. *Yale University.
We are indebted to Stephen K. McNees for provi&ng us with the data on the ex ante forecasts used in this paper.
Statistical Association
and National Bureau of Economic Research Survey (ASA), Data Resources Incorporated (DRI), and Wharton Economic Forecasting Associates (WEFA) . The data on the forecasts were provided us by Stephen K. McNees, who has been collecting forecasts on a consistent basis from the forecasters as the forecasts were made. He is thus able to verify the exact date when the forecast became available. McNecs has done a number of studies comparing the accuracy of the different forecasts-see.
for example. McNees (1981 McNees ( ), (1985 , (1986) . ' It is well known that forecasts from models like DRI and WEFA are subjectively adjusted. One interpretation of this adjustmenl procedure is that the model builders use all the information available to them at the time of the forecast, much of it outside the model, in deciding how to adjust the model. In other words, the forecasts are an aggregation of a considerable amount of information as sifted through the minds of the model builders.
We are interested in two sets of questions. The first is whether, say, the DRI forecasts contain information not in the WEFA forecasts and vice versa. The second is whether the forecasts generated in our previous paper (based only on information through the period prior to the tirst period of the forecast) contain information not in the ex ante forecasts and vice versa. We will call the forecasts generated in OUT previous paper "quasi ex ante" forecasts to distinguish them from the true ex ante forecasts of ASA, DRI, and WEFA.
II. The Procedure
Let ,_,f, denote a forecast of I; (in our application, log real gross national product at time I) made by forecaster i (or model i with its associated estimation procedure and forecasting method) at time f s, s > 0. The foundation of the empirical work that follows (as in Fair and Shiller (1987) ) is the regression equation:
u; -Y-3 = a t /3(,~ ,t,, -k;_,) +Yw2, -Y, x) + %.
' See also Nordhaus (1987) for a different way of examining the informational cficiency of forecasts.
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THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS
If "either forecast 1 "or forecast 2 contains any useful information for s-period-ahead forecasting of Y,, the" the estimates of /3 and y should both be zero. In this case the estimate of the constant term a would be the average s-period-change in Y. If both forecasts contain independent information for s-period-ahead forecasting, then /3 and y should both be "onzero. If both forecasts contain information, but the information in, say, forecast 2 is completely contained in forecast 1 and forecast 1 contains further relevant information as well, then /3 but not y should be "onzero. (If both forecasts contain the same information, the" they are perfectly correlated, and p and y are not separately identified.)
The procedure we have proposed is to estimate equation (1) First, in our procedure the tests till be done for s equal to four as well as one. Davidson and Ma&&non, along with many others, have focused attention exclusively on one-period-ahead forecasts.3 The information content of forecasts may differ depending on forecast horizon, as we will see below. Second, the C-test restricts I( and y to sum to one4 In our application this restriction does not seem sensible. As noted above, if both models' forecasts are just noise, the estimates of both ,!3 and y should be zero. Third, the C-test restricts the constant term a to be zero.' Again, in our application this restriction does not seem sensible. If, for example, both forecasts were noise and we estimated equation (1) without a constant term, then the estimates * see also Hen&y and Richard (1982) and Chong and Hendry (1986) . Nelson (L972) a"d Cooper and Nelson (1975) are early e.x,amples of the use of encompassing-like tests.
Their doing so ras dictated by their setup of the model. wherein multi-period forecasts are not defined. 'Cranger and Newbold (1986) in their discussion of combining forecasts also speak of constraining the cceficientr to sum to one, without presenting an argument !vhy one should do so. In their work, constraining the coefficients to sum to one and setting the constant term to zero makes possible some simple theorems that offer interpretations of the single parameter estimated in their regression. ' Chong and Hendry's (1986) formulation of (1) also does not contain a constant term, although they do not constrain fl and y t" sun to one.
of /3 and y would not generally be zero when the mean of the dependent variable is "onrero.
Fourth, we require that forecasts beginning in period f contain only information through period f 1. Davidson and MacKinno" do not require this. The cx ante forecasts obviously satisfy this requirement, and we have made sure that the quasi ex ante forecasts also satisfy it by using rolling estimation of each model. Forecasts that are based on rolling estimation of a model may have different properties from those made with a model estimated with future data. If the model is misspecified (e.g., parameters cha"ge through time), then the rolling estimation Corecasts (where estimated parameters wry through t;ne) may carry rather diRerent information from forecasts estimated over the entire sample. Also, some models may "se up more degrees of freedom in estimation than others, and with varied estimation procedures it is often very difficult to take formal account of the number of degrees of freedom used up. In the extreme case where there were so many pammeters in model 1 that the degrees of freedom were completely used up when it was estimated, it would be the case that 7 =,_,?,, and there would be a spurious perfect correspondence between the variable forecasted and the forecast. This should cause fl = 1 in (1) whether or not model 1 were a good model. One can guard against this degree of freedom problem by requiring that no forecasts be within-sample forecasts.0 Fifth, we do not assume that u, is identically distributed, as do Davidson and MacKinno". It seems quite likely that II, is heteroskedastic.
If. for example, a = 0, p = 1, and y = 0, the" ui is simply the forecast error from model 1, and in general forecast errors are heteroskedastic.
Also, we will be considering fourperiod-ahead forecasts in addition to one-period-ahead forecasts, and this introduces a third-order movingaverage process to the error term in equation (I).' We correct for both heteroskedasticity and the moving average process in the estimation of the standard errors of the coefficient estimates.
For the one-quarter-ahead forecasts we "se the method of White (1980) , and for the four-quarter-ahead forecasts we "se the method suggested by Hansen (1982) , Cumby, Huizinga, and 6 Nelson (1972) and Cooper and Nelson (1975) do not requite the forecasts to be based only on information through the prwious period Chong and Hendry (1986) do, however, require this. I" their procedure the models that give rise to the forecasts arc estimated using sample period 1 through T and their reeressio" analogous to eouatio" iii is mn "sine sam"le p?riod &irming iv f+ 1.
The error term m equation (1) could, of course be serially correlated eve" for the one-period-ahead forecasts. Sllch serial correlation does not appear to he a problem with any of the models we study here, however, and we have assumed it to be Obstfeld (1983) , and White and Domowitr (1984) . T%e exact formula that we used for the covariance matrix of the coefficient estimates is presented in Fair and Shiller (1987) .
NOTES

III. The Forecasts and Models
Any compalison of ex ante forecasts must confront the problem of data revisions. The data for GNP are revised back three years every year, and from time to time the data are revised back to the very beginning of the sample. Let T,7 represent the value of time f log real GNP that is the latest available from the U.S. Commerce Department at time T, T 2 1. (It is understood that when the second subscript T is omitted, we mean 7' = end of the full sample available now.) Let ,~,, r;' be the ex ante forecast of log GNP for quarter f that existed at time I -s (the ' replacing the ^). The problem is how to compare ,_,r;' and V,, given that K ,s,, _I and V,_, may be quite different because of data revisions. There is obviously no right solution to this problem. What we have done is to adjust I _.y to make the forecasted change (from r;_,) be the same as the ex ante forecasted change. In other words, we have taken the new value ofAthe forecasted level of log real GNP for quarter f, ,_J, to be:
,_,F; =,_.Yr;' + E;_, -r;_,,,_,.
Adjustments of this type are fairly common when dealing with ex ante forecasts-see, for example, McNees (1981).
We will now briefly discuss the three models whose quasi ex ante forecasts we are comparing to the actual ex ante forecasts.
The Fair Model (FAIR)
The first version of the Fair model was presented in Fair (1976) along with the estimation method and method of forecasting with the model. This version was based on data through 1975 I. One important addition that was made to the model from this version was the inclusion of an interest rate reaction function in the model. This work is described in Fair (1978) , which is based on data through 1976 II. The version of the model in Fair (1976) consists of 26 stmctural stochastic equations, and with the addition of the interest rate reaction function, there are 27 stochastic equations. There are IO6 exogenous variables, and for each of these variables an eighth-order autoregressive equation with a constant and time trend was added to the model. This gave a model of 133 stochastic equations, and this is the version that was used.
For the rolling estimations, the first estimation period ended in 1976 II, which is the first quarter in which the model could definitely be said to exist. This allowed the model to be estimated 40 times (through 1986 I).
The VA R Model
We considered six VAR models in Fair and Shiller (1987) , but here we consider only the VAR model that gave the best results. This model is the same as the model used in Sims (1980) except that we have added the three-month Treasury bill rate to the model. There are seven variables in the model: real GNP, the GNP deflator, the unemployment rate. the nominal wage rate, the price of imports, the money supply, and the bill rate. AI1 but the unemployment rate and the bill rate are in logs. Each equation consists of each variable lagged one through four times, a constant, and .a time trend, for a total of 30 coefficients per equation.
We have imposed Bay&an multivariate normal priors on the coefficients of the model. We imposed the Litterman prior that gives the means of the coefficients values that imply that the variables follow univariate random walks. The standard deviations of the prior take the form
where i indexes the left-hand-side variable, j indexes the right-hand-side variables, and k indexes the lag. s, is the standard error of the unrestricted equation for variable i. The parameter values chosen imply fairly tight priors: 1) f(i, j) = 1 for i =j, f(i, j) = .5 for if j, 2) g(k) = km', and 3) y = .l. These are the values used by Litterman (1979, p. 49 ).
The VAR model was estimated 40 times using the same sample periods as were used for the Fair model. The model was then used to make 40 forecasts of real GNP.
The A C Model
Eight AC models were considered in our earlier paper, but again we consider only the one that gave the best results. An AC model is one in which each of the components of real GNP is determined by a simple autoregressive equation and GNP is determined as the sum of the components (i.e., by the GNP identity). The version we use here has 17 components.
Each equation for a component contains the first eight lagged values of the component, a constant, a time wend, and the first four lagged values of real GNP itself. The equations are not in log form. ,The same sample periods and precedues were used for the AC model as were used for the Fair and VAR models. 4.
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18. Since the dependent variable is in logs, the standard error of the regression is roughly the percentage error. As mentioned above, for the quasi ex ante forecasts each forecast observation is based on a different set of coefficient estimates of the model&rolling estimation is used. Also, for the Fair model all exogenous variable values are generated from the autoregressive equations; no actual values are used. Finally. for the one-quarterahead regressions White's (1980) correction for beteroskedasticity has been used and for the four-quarterahead regressions the method of Hansen (1982) , Cumby, Huizinga, and Obstfeld (19X3) , and White and Domowitz (1984) has been used (with a moving average of order 3).
For the one-quarter-ahead results io sifies the ASA forecasts as "mid quarter," whereas the DRI and WEFA forecasts are classified as "early quater.") What the present results show is that by the time the ASA forecasts are made, they contain substantial information not in the other forecasts. It is interesting to note that when the DRI and WEFA one-quarter-ahead forecasts are compared to the ASA one-quarter-ahead forecast, the DRI and WEFA forecasts are significant at the 5% leve1, but with negakoe weights. The negative coefficient estimates do not mean, however, that the DRI and WF.FA forecasts are not necessarily optimal forecasts given their (early quartcr) information set. Consider the following example. Let X, be the optimal forecast given the early quarter information set, and let X, + X, be the optimal forecast given the mid quarter information set, where X, and X, are uncorrelated.
Assume that only half of the ASA respondents use the new information available after the date of the early quarter forecast. If the DRI forecast is X, and the ASA forecast is X1 + (1/2)X,, a regression of the actual value of the two forecasts will give a coefficient of 2 for ASA and -1 for DRI, thus achieving the optimal forecast X, + X,. The DRI forecast is in effect "correcting" the ASA forecast for using only a l/2 weight on x,.
For the four-quarter-ahead results in table 2, the ASA forecasts no longer dominate.
Both DRI and WEFA have larger coefficients than does ASA (equations 7 and 81, although none of the coefficient estimates is significant. Comparin8
ASA and FAIR (equation ll), both coefficient estimates are significant, but the estimate for FAIR is larger and more significant.
The comparisons of the DRI and WEFA forecasts in the two tables show that the two forecasts are too collinear for any strong conclusions to be drawn. None of the forecasts individually is signiticant. The VAR forecasts appear to contain no information not in the DRI and WEFA one-quarter-ahead forecasts (the VAR coefficient estimates are very insignificant), but they do carry a weight of a little over a third for the fourquarter-ahead forecasu (equations 13 and 16). The AC forecasts get a weight of about a third when compared with either the DRI or WEFA forecasts for both the one-quarter-ahead and four-quarter-ahead results (equations 14 and 17). The DRI and WEFA forecasts are significant at the 5% level when compared with the VAR and AC forecasts, and so they appear to contain information not in the VAR and AC forecasts. For the one-quarter-ahead results the FAIR forecasts contain information not in the DRI and WEFA forecasts and the DRI and WEFA forecasts contain information not in the FAIR forecasts (equations 15 and 18). For the four-quarter-ahead results it is still true that the FAIR forecasts contain information not in the DRI and WEFA forecasts, but it is now no longer the case that the DRI and WEFA forecasts are statistically significant when compared with the FAIR forecasts (equations 15 and 18). They get weights of about a third, with t-statistics for DRI and WEFA of 1.74 and 1.85, respeo tively.
The WALD statistics in table 1 test the hypothesis that the coefficients are the same between the first and second halves of the sample period. Because the error terms are assumed to be heteroskedastic, the standard Chow test is not appropriate.
As discussed in Andrews and Fair (1988) , the WALD statistic can be used for this test.l: The statistic is distributed as x2 with (in our case) three degrees of freedom. As can be seen in table 1, for none of the cases was the hypothesis of coefficient stability rejected.
'The WALD statistic is given in equation (3.6) in_Andrews apd Fair (1988) . 'Rx forfnula $ T(&, -di2)l(VI/S11. + V,/S,T)- '(h, d2) , where V, and V, are the estimators of the asymptotic covariance matrices of 4, and 6,. $ is based on the first T, observations, and 6, is based on the remaining T2 observations, where the total number of observations, T, equals T, + TX. S,, is equal to T,/T, and q7 is equal to T2/T. In a rough attempt to adjust for small sample bias, this WALD statistic was multiplied by (T -k)/T for the present calculafions, where k is the number of cwfficients estimated (three in our case,.
The WALD statistic can also be used for the results in table 2, where the error tenm are both heteroskedastic and moving average, although except for equations 11,15, and 18, we had trouble carrying o"t the test. The total sample size in table 2 is 37 observations, and so for the two splits there are only 18 or 19 observations. When we estimated the equations over the 18 or 19 observations taking into account the third order moving average process of the error term, many of the estimated covariabce matrices were not positive definite. It did not teem possible in most cases to get sensible results. The three cases for which the WALD statistic is reported in table 2 do not reject the hypothesis of coefficient stability.
The following points thus emerge from the results: 1. The procedure cannot discriminate well between DRI and WEFA. Both sets of model builders seem to use very similar information sets, and. the two forecasts do not contain much independent information. 2. No one-quarter-ahead forecast carries as much information as in the ASA forecast, the ASA forecast being made later than the others. 3. The VAR and AC quasi ex ante forecasts appear to contain only a modest amount of information not in the ASA, DRI, and WEFA forecasts. Another way of looking at this is that the ASA forecasters and the DRI and WEFA model builders have not overlooked a lot of useful forecasting information in the variables in the VAR and AC models.9 4. The FAIR model quasi ex ante forecasts, on the other hand, do contain a substantial amount of information not in the ASA, DRI, and WEFA forecasts (except for the one-quarter-ahead ASA forecast). In other words, the ASA forecasters and the DRI and WEFA model builders have overlooked useful forecasting information in the FAIR model forecasts. 5. For the one-quarter-ahead results the ASA, DRI, and WEFA forecasts contain useful forecasting information not in the FAIR forecasts. Perhaps the large amount of information sifted through the minds of the model builders when they make a forecast does appear to contain some useful information for forecasting one quarter ahead that is not in the FAIR quasi ex ante forecasts. On the other hand, this is much less the case for the four-quarter-ahead results except for the ASA forecast, which has a head start. In this sense the quasi ex ante FAIR forecasts look quite good.
' McNees (1986) found that the Litterman Bayesian VAR forecasts did better than any of the other forecasts studied Ior the four-quarterahead forecast of real GNP for the sample period 19WII to 1985-f. On the other hand, the Bayesian VAR forecasts were not relatively good at forecat& onequxter-ahead real GNP. This sample is only a third as long as ours, and so it is of questionable rekvance to our results.
NOTES
V. Conchtsion
The procedure that we have proposed for examining the informational content of forecasts appears to be a useful alternative to the standard procedure of cornparing forecasts by the size of their root mean squared errors (RMSEs) or mean absolute errors (MAE+. In many cases our procedure may be able to discriminate better. It is often the case, for example, that the RMSEs and MAEs for two forecasts are so close that one is not sure if the dii%rences are economically meaningful. I" at least some of these cases OUT procedure may be more informative.
Our results also suggest that combining forecats may be useful. Although there is not much point in combining the DRI and WEFA forecasts, since they are so similar, some gain may be achieved by combining either of them with the FAIR model forecast for one-quarterahead forecasting. There is, of course, no assurance that such combined forecasts will work well. The forecasts that go into a regression may have changing stochastic properties through time. For example, as time progresses and a model is reestimated, the forecast from a model is based on more and more data Thus, a model estimated using rolling estimation methods may forecast much better now, at the end of the sample, than it did on average over the entire sample. The ex ante forecasts are also updated using new data, and the model builders who put their judgment into the forecasts are themselves learning from past errors, just as we are with our regression analysis. They may have already in eRect combined the forecasts. One must thus be cautious in combining forecasts from regressions like those in tables 1 and 2.
